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ABOUT THE COVER ART
With spring comes renewal and growth. This illustration
speaks to the growth of our movement. With renewed
energy and spirit let us gather, grow, and rise up
together to tear down capitalism, injustice & inequality!
—Carrie Rumancik

2018 IS POISED TO BE a year of growth and

change—for Milwaukee, for DSA, and for Wisconsin in
general.
Milwaukee DSA is just over a year old and recently
held its second-ever elections. There have been
growing pains as we transition from establishing
essentials like chapter funding, running meetings, and
inter-chapter communication to the more fundamental
goals of building a living, active, and effective
organization of socialists. Having now all but cleared
the nitty gritty of things like applying for 501(c)(4)
status, building a website, and electing new leaders,
we’re confronted with the higher challenge of constant
engagement and organizing—the more nebulous
relationship- and coalition-building that is much harder
to quantify.
On the state level, we have a small window of time to
pressure primary candidates with November elections
around the corner. At the city level, we’re confronting
elected officials over one of the most basic rights—
clean water. DSA is part of a coalition of clean water
activists demanding the removal and replacement of the
city’s lead pipes and the adoption of lead abatement
programs for paint and water. It’s our first true foray into
the quagmire of local politics, and it’s gained us some
attention.
Our chapter has now grown to the point where we
are being scoped out by political candidates and other
activist organizations, many of which have strong ties
to the city’s political establishment. We’re facing the
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timeless quandary of how to engage effectively with
progressive groups whose goals stop far short of
socialism; how to organize and nurture connections
across the city and state without being sucked in to the
celebrity-style politics of mainstream liberalism; how to
remain a big tent while preserving what makes us DSA.
We’re asking: how do we define success? How
does a young group like ours determine where the
goalposts are when outright democratic socialism is not
on the immediate horizon? Do we measure our success
by the number of events per year, number of people we
talk to, number of laws we have a hand in helping pass,
number of elected officials who listen to us? Obviously,
we must push socialism from an abstraction to a
reality—and there are as many ways to do that as there
are DSA members!
Even as we wrestle with such questions, I’m
confident in the momentum Milwaukee DSA is building,
and I’m confident we can make an impact without
diluting what we stand for. I’m encouraged by the
growth of DSA in 2017 around the country and by the
hard work of all our members, building bridges and
spreading the good word. The recent electoral victories
around the country and successful teacher strikes
prove that, while 2018 promises many challenges, DSA
is primed to meet them head-on.
— Mary Steffenhagen,
Milwaukee DSA Co-Chair

Lift The Ban measure passed
By Robin Peterson

Rent control referendum succeeds with DSA’s help

On March 20, voters in 77 precincts in ChicaStarting last fall, our membership participated
go got to weigh in on whether Illinois should lift
in deliberative meetings in which we voted to adopt
the statewide ban on rent control. More than 75
the campaign. It was the beginning of a long and
percent—12,178 people—said yes. The referendum
fruitful learning process.
appeared on the ballot through the efforts of the
Dozens of Chicago DSA members learned how
Lift the Ban Coalition, whose members have been
to canvass and had the experience of talking to
fighting for rent control in Chicago since 2016.
folks about rent control on the doors, and several
Illinois’s rent control ban dates to 1997, when the
members trained and led their own canvass teams.
corporate-funded American Legislative Exchange
A small core group learned to write a rap, cut turf
Council pushed it through the state legislature. No
and enter data in VAN, and conduct turnout phonemovement for rent control existed in the state at
banks for a total of about twelve canvasses.
that time, but ALEC was shoring up developers’
We got to know the ins and outs of the two
interests across the country. Bans
precincts in East Hyde Park that
with language identical to the
constituted our turf, and learned how
Our next task is
ALEC “model law” passed in four
distinguish between good and bad
to pressure state to
other states in the same decade.
turf. In February, we helped plan,
Chicago DSA joined the Lift
legislators to repeal execute, and debrief a direct action
the Ban Coalition last September,
rent control at the Thompson
the ban, which will for
when it began its petition drive to
Center. We helped write the copy for
put the referendum on the ballot.
the referendum campaign literature.
require making
In addition to sending members
On March 20, we ran an election-day
connections in
to canvass with two other Coaoperation which began with flyering
downstate Illinois. at 6 a.m. when the polls opened and
lition partners—Pilsen Alliance
and 33rd Ward Working Famiended at 8:30 p.m. when the poll
lies—Chicago DSA also ran its own canvassing opworkers printed out the “tape” with the primary
eration for two precincts in the 5th Ward. In those
results.
precincts, 11 and 18, the referendum passed with 77
We did a lot! And we ran most of the South
percent and 83 percent support respectively.
Side-based get-out-the-vote phase of the campaign
The Lift the Ban referendum is non-binding,
with a core group of only four people. Of course,
which means our work is far from finished. Howevmany more people contributed to the campaign
er, we set out to pass the referendum by a large maby canvassing, phonebanking, or flyering on elecjority in order to show state legislators that voters
tion day and by helping to organize our first petioverwhelmingly want to lift the ban—and that we
tion-drive canvass last fall to get the campaign off
have the capacity to turn them out to the polls.
the ground.
As co-chair of the South Side Branch, I was
By all accounts, the coalition succeeded at this
looking for a potential campaign that would be big
first stage of the fight for rent control. Our next
and broad enough for any Chicago DSA member
task is to pressure state legislators to repeal the ban,
to plug into, in the form of a simple, not overly
which will require making connections with renters
time-consuming, but rewarding and meaningful
and other stakeholders in downstate Illinois. Then
task (for example, a two-hour canvassing shift).
we will need to pass a bill to enact rent control,
When Pilsen Alliance invited Chicago DSA to
either at the city or—as has been proposed by State
collaborate with them on canvassing for the refSenator Mattie Hunter in SB3512—the state level.
erendum, I decided, with the support of the other
— For a more comprehensive assessment of the
members of the South Side Steering Committee, to
campaign, read the full version of this article at
try to organize Chicago DSA to adopt the Lift the
MidwestSocialist.com.
Ban campaign.
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THE JOURNEY: GI TO DSA
By Derek Beyer

How military service turned me into a socialist

September 4, 2001 was my first day of active duty
military service. Prior to this my main interests
were sports and finding an awesome party on the
weekend. My knowledge of our political system
was near zero and I could not have told you the
key differences between George Bush and Al Gore
in 2000. I would end up joining the military at 18
after being badgered by recruiters every weekend,
having no plans for college or a career and a father
who seemed ready for me to move on. I joined for
the reasons many of those who serve do: the GI Bill
and a fresh start. One week before 9/11, I joined
the Air Force since I thought I could travel around
Europe and Asia.
September 11, 2001 is etched in many people’s
minds, down to the smallest details of where they
were and what they were doing when the planes
hit. I’m no different. We were on lockdown shining our boots all day with no access to the outside
world. I still had no appreciation for what the next
few years would be like. For the next 11 months I
would be training to become a C-130 loadmaster.
The Texas unit I would be assigned to had one of
the highest rates of deployment in the Air Force for
the years I served. Just my luck.
December 23, 2002 was the first day of my first
of four deployments. Operation Enduring Freedom
was in full swing in Afghanistan. This was a long
deployment. Forgive me, but the actual dates after
I started deploying become foggy. This was what
I would call my first step into the “real world.” I
remember going to remote corners of Afghanistan
on makeshift runways, transporting the dead or
wounded, wondering how I could get through a
scheduled 16 hour mission that began at 2 a.m. and
would likely run later than expected. It was sensory overload as I think back, and I spent most of
the time trying not to get hurt or mess up and get
someone else hurt. I also was struck by how vast
our operations were. We seemed to be everywhere.
Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan Uzbekistan, Djibouti—the list
would go on and on. I estimate I would go on to
stop in over 50 countries in my three years of being
on a flight crew. Again—much of that became a
blur so I lost count.
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It was about six months later that I returned
home. I had to dig deep on that first one but I am
not sure the politics of it all had started sinking in
yet. Most of the country was behind us at this time
so I still believed in what I was doing. I was able to
go home on personal leave and started to notice I
had changed. It seemed many of the things on my
mind were not on my friends’ or family’s minds.
They would be nice and use words like “hero” but
I never felt like one. I was just happy to be home. I
did what I was told like everyone else. I also knew
there were people out there being asked to do a lot
more than I did. I would be home for a very short
time, maybe two months, before I was told to deploy again, so I did.
My second deployment was at an Army base
doing more of the same. I basically holed up in
my tent when I was not flying. The deployments
were starting to take a toll. I was becoming angrier
but did not entirely know why. I started to see the
waste of it all and had doubts creeping in about the
overall mission.
March 30, 2003 was the first day of Operation
Iraqi Freedom. I watched at midnight chow while
deployed in Afghanistan as George Bush spoke to
the country and the bombs starting dropping. I just
knew I would be there one day and things really
started to stink to me. I had been reading more
and more at this point about what was going on.
The politics of it all started to connect with the
vast war machine of which I was an active part. I
felt that how the major networks reported things
was not how I saw them “over there.” There was so
much waste. I smoked a cigarette with a contractor
who would drive us to the airfield from tent city.
This was in Qatar, and so was not a combat zone.
He made over $70,000 tax free to do this. Guys
were getting electrocuted in the showers because
of shoddy contractor work. We would fly a combat
mission with one small bag of routine mail. Some
friends even flew what we called “jingle” missions.
This meant hauling a pallet of U.S. currency to be
dropped off in Iraq.
Reading this, you may have noticed a lot of “me”
and “I.” This is because up until now, that is how I
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looked at things. I wanted to get myself out of the
military and on with my life. Around this point
probably marks my first steps into socialism. Things
became less about me I suppose. I started thinking
about the Iraqi people and the politics of war-making. While flying overhead watching oil fields on
fire, seeing countless bomb craters that made the
country look like the moon, while transporting
prisoners, while strapping down the coffins of soldiers younger than me, I began to detest what I was
a part of. The military does not teach you to ask
questions like “Why?” But once I started opening
up that box to see what was inside it was impossible
to turn back.
July 30, 2005 my father flew down to Texas to
pick me up. A few weeks prior I was still deployed
in Iraq. By this time I had been gone more than
two of the previous three years. I was ready to begin
my life.
My family and friends were happy to see me, of
course. But, like many veterans, you start to realize your head is in one place and their lives have
continued to move on while you seem stuck in Iraq
or wherever else they sent you. I was so angry. Why
weren’t they angry like me?
I enrolled in college right away because I knew
I had to keep busy. I chose business because “jobs,”
or something. I remained confused and angry but
was lucky to have some great professors who truly
began to contextualize and radicalize my thoughts.

If I had enrolled at 18 I doubt these professors
would have had the effect they did. By sophomore
year it clicked for me. I would become an urban educator in Milwaukee Public Schools. I decided this
would be my penance to humanity and I would use
my experiences to teach my future students to think
critically about stuff I simply did not understand
before I joined.
August 30, 2012 was my first day in Milwaukee Public Schools. My students would go on to
teach me things about my community I never truly
grasped even if I tried to understand in college.
These were mostly poor students of color in a hyper
segregated city. I began to connect all of it together. It was capitalism. Capitalism forced me to go to
Iraq whether it be for the GI Bill or the war hawks
in Congress paid off by the oil industry. It was
capitalism that kept over 90 percent of my students
in miserable poverty in my hyper segregated city. I
had stumbled right into socialism. I suppose George
Bush could be thanked for this.
My journey does not make me special. I made
the choice to join. I was simply forced to look in
the mirror and rebuild my own moral and political
framework. The terrible things I was a part of in
the military inform me to this day. The experience
drives me to be better. It motivates me from a deep
place to keep pushing. I have learned to manage
it. There is no turning back now. I am ready to do
battle against capitalism for the long haul.
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Building SocFem solidarity
By Naomi Clark
and Christine Darr

Iowans come together for Socialist Feminist Convergence

Iowa has seen an explosion of socialist organizing in the last year. In many ways, today’s Iowa
socialists are simply reclaiming their roots—Iowa’s
long history of populism and labor organizing. And
while this history has often been dominated by
cisgendered men, that is no longer true. The strong
female presence and leadership in many Iowa DSA
chapters has grown a conscious move toward an
even more intersectional socialism.
Socialist feminist working groups are creating a
space for women and non-binary folks to share experiences and reflect on the toll that capitalism can take
on their hearts, minds, and bodies. Ash Bruxvoort,
from Des Moines, understands the need for this space
keenly. As part of her work as a feminist organizer
with the Women, Food, and Agriculture Network, she
brings together women farmers who are often isolated
in a male dominated field to connect with themselves
and each other. “Being in a room full of like-minded
women was, hands down, the most transformational
experience in my life,” Bruxvoort says.
After joining DSA, she realized the same organizing could be a powerful tool for her DSA community.
She joined the socialist feminist working group and
soon stepped into a leadership role.
The vision for the Iowa Socialist Feminist Convergence was, as Ash says, to “create something that
would draw women and non-binary people from a
cross-section of the state.” In particular, they “wanted
to create an environment for those folks who weren’t
involved in DSA and maybe were even afraid to go to
a meeting because they felt like it wasn’t for them.”
After several months of planning, almost sixty Iowans gathered on March 10 at the Iowa City Library
for a day of socialist feminist education and action.
That morning we broke into small groups where we
read and discussed articles by Barbara Ehrenreich,
bell hooks, and other socialist feminist writers.
Two large group sessions followed—the first on
Medicare for All and the second on housing justice
through a socialist feminist lens. During the Medicare
for All discussion, attendees were asked to share in
small groups what difficulties they or their loved ones
have experienced navigating our broken healthcare
system. Next they reflected on what problems arose specifically because of their identities as women or non-bi-
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nary people. Strikingly similar stories emerged about
lack of access to proper care, not being taken seriously
by their physicians, being treated disrespectfully when
the doctor realized the patient was on Medicaid, and
so on. Finally, everyone was asked to visualize a society
in which each person’s medical needs are immediately
cared for and where we are no longer dependent on our
employers for insurance, then encouraged to take that
vision back to their communities.
The second session explored the ways that housing
is a socialist feminist issue since shortages in safe,
affordable, and secure housing disproportionately
affect low-income women and their families. However, the typical capitalist narratives that we use when
we talk about housing frame these women as bad
mothers and irresponsible renters while ignoring the
unethical landlords, low-wage jobs, and insufficient
public resources that make it so difficult for families
to thrive in these conditions. Looking at housing
issues through an intersectional socialist feminist lens
helps us to call out the ways that gender, race, sexual
identity, and social class are used to justify exploitative
housing conditions.
Participants were urged to think about housing
solutions on both the macro and the micro levels.
That is, even as we dream of more affordable, equitable, and sustainable cooperative housing as long-term
goals, we can also join solidarity networks and renters’
unions to hold landlords accountable and demand safe
and secure housing now.
For the final hour of the Convergence, cismen left
the room and the remaining attendees shared reflections. Many reported feeling more welcome in this
space than they had felt in purely socialist or purely
feminist spaces before this. Some described their
anger, their hope, and the encouragement they now
carried with them to go do the work of revolution.
Helena Khazdozian reflected that “the convergence
was such an empowering and motivating moment
in my life. It gave me hope to keep fighting against
capitalism with the fuel of others’ successes at a time
in my life when I was feeling very disconnected from
humanity and questioning whether change would
ever be possible.” When Khazdozian went home, she
started a socialist feminist working group in her local
chapter, Heart of Iowa DSA.

Third parties can’t compete
By Jamal
Abed-Rabbo

But success is possible with electoral reform

One of the more persistent strategic divisions on
the American left is between those who advocate conducting electoral politics primarily within the Democratic Party, a strategy called entryism, and those
who advocate conducting electoral politics primarily
via third parties. Entryists argue that an electoral
strategy focused on third party politics is impossible
in a first-past-the-post system such as the one used in
most elections in the United States. Third-partyists
argue that an electoral strategy that seeks to influence
the Democratic Party from within will inevitably find
itself co-opted and defanged by neoliberalism.
Both sides are, of course, correct.
There is only one way out of this impasse: we must
commit ourselves to reforming the electoral system
as a necessary precondition of third party politics.
Achieving electoral reform in the United States will
be a tall order, but it is much more achievable a goal
than transforming the Democratic Party into a socialist party or turning an existing third party into a
nationwide contender. Once achieved, electoral reform
will allow us to embark on the project of building
a true workers’ party as a real electoral force. This
means that we must make electoral reform one of the
pillars of our politics.
The system used in the vast majority of American
elections is known as “first past the post.” It inevitably favors the development of a two-party system due
to the “spoiler effect,” in which two candidates with
similar views split the vote and allow a politician with
less popular views but more consolidated support to
win. A well-known example is the 2000 presidential
election, where Al Gore and Ralph Nader split the
left-wing vote enough for George W. Bush to carry
Florida—and with it the election. Voting for a third
party candidate as a leftist is risky under first past the
post, because you may inadvertently throw the election
to the Republican candidate.
Ranked choice voting is an appealing alternative.
Also known as instant runoff, this is the electoral
system used in Australia and several American cities,
including Minneapolis. It will also be used for most
elections in Maine starting in June 2018, thanks to a
ballot initiative passed in 2016. It’s seen by many as
the most achievable serious electoral reform, and it is
favored by the advocacy group FairVote. This system

eliminates the spoiler effect that plagues first past the
post, and allows third parties to participate on a level
playing field.
So how do we implement ranked choice voting?
Probably not at the federal level. The most obvious
method, a constitutional amendment, is too impractical. Congress could implement it, if it so chose, but
that probably won’t happen either, since neither of
the major parties have any incentive to allow genuine
competition from third parties.
Fortunately, states have the power to implement
ranked choice voting at all three levels of government. They can do this either by legislative action or
by ballot initiative (in those states that allow ballot
initiatives).
State legislatures may be easier to influence than
Congress, but convincing politicians to vote themselves
more competition is going to be a heavy lift. This
means that ballot initiatives should be our preferred
strategy wherever possible. In the Midwest, that means
Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, and South Dakota. Many cities allow ballot initiatives to reform local electoral systems as well.
DSA should make support for legislative action to
eliminate first past the post a non-negotiable condition of candidate endorsements, but this is not likely
to pay off in the short term above the local level, as
the two major parties share an overwhelming incentive not to participate in electoral reform.
The real action will take place in states and cities
with provision for ballot initiatives, where the DSA
should coordinate with electoral reform groups like
FairVote, good governance groups like the League of
Women Voters, and third parties like the Greens and
(yes) the Libertarians to place ranked choice on the
ballot wherever and whenever possible.
The general public has started to become aware
that something is wrong with our voting system, as evidenced by the sudden success of the campaign for an
anti-gerrymandering initiative in Michigan. Everyone
hates the two-party system. As Maine found, a serious
push to implement ranked choice via ballot initiative
will find a receptive audience among the electorate.
Rather than endlessly relitigate the pros and cons
of entryism, let’s build a political system where a true
workers’ party can take root.
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LUCY GONZALEZ PARSONS stood at the heart of Chicago’s labor movement during the years of its most
urgent struggles. She was a founding member of the Industrial Workers of the World, a group whose commitment to
direct action and militant strikes as a means of working-class liberation dovetailed with her own deepest convictions.
At a time when a woman’s place was seen as the home, she was an outspoken and self-possessed advocate for
women’s rights to divorce and to access birth control. At a time when racial violence was unquestioned in the South,
she helped lead the Communist Party’s International Labor Defense in efforts to get clemency for the Scottsboro
Boys, a group of young black men falsely accused of raping two white women in 1931. With the ILD’s help, the death
penalty was dropped and one accuser recanted her testimony. Although the Scottsboro Boys still served prison
sentences for a crime they did not commit, Parsons’ and the ILD’s efforts set the stage for the civil rights battles to
come in future decades. The Scottsboro Trial was by no means her first encounter with the cruelty and injustice of
the court system. Her husband, Albert Parsons, was executed in 1887 for his alleged involvement in the Haymarket
affair. She died in a house fire in 1942, leaving behind a legacy of more than 70 years fighting for the emancipation of
workers, women, political prisoners, people of color, and the homeless.

